CASE LETTER
circumscribed erythema in the V-neck area not protected
by clothes during the season when the dose of ultraviolet radiation is increased in Japan, which was considered
to be a photo-Koebner phenomenon. Only several cases of
photo-induced or photo-distributed SS have been reported,
in which both ultraviolet A and ultraviolet B were candidates
for induction of skin lesions.1---3 Although phototesting was
not performed in the present case, the patient had no previous history of photosensitive dermatitis or of taking drugs
that can induce photosensitive eruptions. To our knowledge,
the current report is the first case of photolocalized bullous
SS. The direct action of ultraviolet is speculated to activate
and recruit neutrophils via interleukin-8, tumor necrosis
factor-␣, E-selectin, interleukin-1␣, and G-CSF4,5 as well
as ultraviolet-induced local immunosuppression. Finally, the
patient concurrently developed infiltrative erythematous
nodules on the face and extremities. Biopsy showed septal
panniculitis with lymphocytic infiltration without neutrophil
infiltration in either dermis or subcutis; however, all of the
concurrent lesions were considered to be part of the same
spectrum.
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Extraocular sebaceous carcinoma:
tumor presentation of rapid evolution夽
Dear Editor,
Sebaceous carcinoma (SC) is a rare malignant neoplasm
derived from the adnexal epithelium of the sebaceous
glands, with a higher incidence in the ocular region,
particularly in the eyelid region, and has a potentially
aggressive behavior.1---3 Older age, previous radiotherapy,
and association with Muir-Torre syndrome are predisposing
conditions.1---3

夽 Study conducted at the Department of Infectology, Dermatology, Diagnostic Imaging and Radiotherapy, Faculdade de Medicina,
Universidade Estadual Paulista, Campus de Botucatu, SP, Brazil.
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This is the case report of a 75-year-old white male patient
with a history of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), referred
for treatment of facial lesion noted three months before,
with rapid growth and bleeding episodes associated with
trauma. Upon examination, a 5-cm, rounded, erythematousviolaceous, pre-auricular tumor was observed, with friable
and necrotic areas associated with a 1-cm satellite lesion
with similar characteristics and a post-SCC excision skin
graft scar (Fig. 1). No regional lymph node enlargement
was detected. The hypotheses were SCC, SCC metastasis, and angiosarcoma. Histopathological examination
(Figs. 2 and 3) showed a dermal neoplasm with polygonal
clear cells, evident nuclear pleomorphism, cell debris, and
frequent mitoses. Immunohistochemistry disclosed positivity for epithelial markers AE1/AE3 and epithelial membrane
antigen (EMA) which, associated with histopathological findings, allowed the diagnosis of sebaceous carcinoma (SC), and
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Figure 1 Extraocular sebaceous carcinoma. Tumor measuring
5 cm, rounded, with an erythematous-violaceous color, located
on the right preauricular region, with friable and necrotic areas.
Satellite lesion measuring 1 cm with similar features besides a
SCC excision scar.

thus, the patient was referred to the Head and Neck Surgery
Division of the institution.
In a review of 1349 SC cases, a predominance of males
(54%) was observed, as well as mean age of 73 years, 86%
whites, 38.7% on the palpebra, with a survival rate of 91.9%,
and 79.2% in 5 and 10 years respectively.1 The most frequent
metastases were found in the lymph nodes.1,3 Most cases
occur de novo, although it may originate from benign sebaceous lesions and, when located in the upper or lower eyelid,
it is associated with the Meibomian and Zeis glands.1---3
Clinical presentation is variable; it is usually painless and
slow-growing, but it can be rapid-growing and aggressive.2
It is the third or fourth most frequent malignant neoplasm
of the eyelids, depending on the reference.1---3 The most
frequent extraocular location is the cephalic segment, especially the face. The diagnosis of SC should be a warning sign,
as it is a possible marker of Muir-Torre syndrome, a genodermatosis characterized by the presence of skin tumors
of sebaceous origin associated with systemic malignancies,
particularly of the gastrointestinal tract.1 A subcutaneous
nodule is usually observed in SC, which is normochromic;
however, it may disclose different morphologies, colors and
behavior, depending on its place of origin.1---3
The differential diagnosis of extraocular SC includes basal
cell carcinoma (BCC), SCC, amelanotic melanoma, Merkel
cell carcinoma, and cutaneous lymphoma.1,3 The immunohistochemical use of markers for BerEP4, EMA (negative in
BCC), AE1 and AE3 (negative in melanoma, lymphomas),
adipophilin (negative in SCC, Merkel), p53 and Ki-67, will
aid in the diagnosis and prognosis.1---4 The treatment com-

Figure 2 Extraocular sebaceous carcinoma. Neoplasm characterized by polygonal clear cells, nuclear pleomorphism, cell debris,
and frequent mitoses (Hematoxylin & eosin, ×40).
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Figure 3 Extraocular sebaceous carcinoma. Detail of neoplastic cells showing nuclear pleomorphism, prominent nucleoli, and
multilobular cytoplasm (Hematoxylin & eosin, ×400).

prises surgical resection with a 1-cm margin or the use
of the micrographic surgical technique.2 A therapeutic
option in cases of metastatic SC to the lungs and CNS
is immunotherapy with pembrolizumab, which belongs to
the class of inhibitors of anti-PD1 immunological checkpoints (programmed death-1), and is also used in metastatic
melanoma and Merkel cell carcinoma.5
This case report exemplifies a case of an atypical presentation of extraocular SC, especially due to the rapid
growth and aggressiveness of the tumor, which when diagnosed had a specific satellite lesion and tumorous clinical
aspect.
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Is there a link between guttate
psoriasis and SARS-CoV-2? A series of
three cases夽
Dear Editor,
Guttate psoriasis (GP) is an acute form of psoriasis that is
associated with bacterial infections, mainly streptococcal,
which cause superantigen-induced immune activation.1,2
Viral upper respiratory infections may also be implicated,
typically occurring two to three weeks before the onset of
guttate lesions.1,3
We report three cases of GP following Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection and
BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine.
A 42-year-old caucasian male with a history of chronic
plaque psoriasis developed multiple erythematous scaly
papules and plaques on the face, trunk, upper and lower
limbs, and scaly erythematous plaques over the elbows and
knees (Fig. 1), one week after he was diagnosed with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). We established a clinical
and histopathological (Fig. 2) diagnosis of GP and a flare of
plaque psoriasis.
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A 32-year-old caucasian female with a history of chronic
plaque psoriasis developed multiple erythematous scaly
papules and plaques on the trunk, upper and lower limbs,
as well as scaly erythematous plaques over the elbows and
knees (Fig. 3), two weeks after she was diagnosed with
COVID-19. We established a clinical diagnosis of GP and a
flare of plaque psoriasis.
A 45-year-old caucasian male with a history of chronic
plaque psoriasis presented with multiple erythematous scaly
papules and small plaques on the trunk and upper limbs, one
week following the first dose of COVID-19 BNT162b2 mRNA
vaccine, with worsening after the second dose. A clinical
diagnosis of GP was made.
The correlation between psoriasis and infection is well
established, and viruses are recognized triggers. In one
study of viral respiratory infections causing psoriasis flares,
coronavirus was one of the most frequently detected
pathogens.3
SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein exhibits a high-affinity
motif for T-Cell Receptors (TCR) and may form a ternary
complex with Major Histocompatibility Complex type 2

Figure 1 Guttate psoriasis and chronic plaque psoriasis flare (case 1): (A) Guttate psoriasis drop-like erythematous plaques
and scaly erythematous plaques on the trunk; (B) Guttate psoriasis drop-like erythematous plaques on the upper limbs; (C) Scaly
erythematous plaques on the elbows.

夽 Study conducted at the Dermatology and Venereology Department, Hospital de Santa Maria, Centro Hospitalar Universitário
Lisboa Norte, Lisbon, Portugal.
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